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Android tablets come in all shapes and sizes. They often run different versions of Android, some can be easily attached to the keyboard, others are designed for slates, and some are e-books. No matter what you need a new Android tablet for, here are five of the best to work with, based on
your nominations. Earlier this week we asked you which Android tablet you think is the best. More than 200 replies later, we came back to highlight the top five - or rather the top five model lines, because the top five nominees were few from the same product line. The pills are incredibly
useful, even if you want to be productive, and now that the harvest ... MorePhoto Sham Hardy.Voices are counted and the winner has been crowned! To see who took the top spot, head over to our Hive Five follow-up post to see who won! There are a lot of Android tablets (and tablets that
can work Android) on the market, but it's... Read the moreSamsung Galaxy Tab SeriesAvailable in 7 inches, 8.9 inches, and 10.1 inch models on all four major U.S. operators and as the only Wi-Fi model, the Samsung Galaxy Tab Series is one of the most recognizable and iconic Android
tablets on the market. Most models run Android Honeycomb, and can pull debt as a media tablet, performance tool, or ereader. All models come with and run Adobe Flash, have access to the Android Market, and models with 3G data plans offer 3G or 4G wireless access on your tablet
while you're on the go. Prices vary depending on size, wireless operator (if any), and the amount of storage you are looking for, But the Galaxy Tab starts at $199, and can get as expensive as the $629.Asus Eee Pad Transformer/Transformer PrimeWith Eee Pad Transformer and the new
quad-core Eee Transformer Prime, Asus has proven that there is room in the tablet market for tablets that function just as autonomous slates as they do when connected to a dock with a full keyboard. Both Transformer models allow you to use the device as an Android tablet when it's not
connected to the Eee Station dock, and then dock the tablets to work on them, like super-thin and super-light Android laptops. Both models support Flash, have front and rear cameras for HD video, and have NVidia Tegra graphics inside for mobile games. Again, prices vary depending on
the storage in each model, but expect to pay between $399 and $599 depending on the model you order (or pre-order, as Transformer Prime makes its North American debut this week. HP TouchpadEven, although the HP Touchpad is a discontinued product, and never sold well when it
was available on store shelves, HP$99 fire sales to get rid of excess stock when they discontinued them made them one of the most popular tablets on the market. Touchpad runs webOS, and although it doesn't have the same number of apps as Android Market or or or App Store, it has a
good enough number that you can use Touchpad to check your email, listen to local or stream music, surf the web, stay in touch with friends on your favorite social networks, and stay productive. The 9.7-inch screen is perfect for video, the front-facing camera is useful for Video
conferencing over Wi-Fi (no 3G). Good luck getting your hands on Touchpad now at all costs, although we're sure you can find some dramatically overpriced models available on eBay. Yes, we know Touchpad doesn't work Android - but it can when unlocked and you guys voted for it, so
we're including it. Barnes and Noble Nook SeriesWhile the new Tablet Corner is really the only model that Barnes and Noble Marketing as a proper tablet, Nook Color is a great option as well, especially after you've taken root and installed a new ROM. Barnes and Noble has all but
pandered to the process, and even if you don't eradicate your Nook Color, you'll get some access to some apps in the Android Market (via Barnes and Noble), tons of games, streaming video through Netflix and Hulu Plus, and of course access to the Barnes and Noble catalog of millions of
books. All models are only Wi-Fi, and nook Color will set you back $199 and nook tablet $249. Both models have 7-inch displays, tons of pre-loaded apps, and a big bang for your buck if you're looking for affordable Android tablets to hack and play. Acer Iconia Tab SeriesMost of you who
voted for the Iconia Tab series specifically liked the A500, a dual-core Wi-Fi Android tablet with Nvidia graphics under the hood for multimedia and gaming. The front and rear cameras are ideal for taking quick photos and videos, as well as webcasts. The A500 is a 10-inch tablet. The W500
is a 10-inch slate, and the A100 is a 7-inch model that is thin and portable. All models run Honeycomb, have access to Android Market, sports USB ports, and tons of internal storage. If you're shopping for an Iconia tab, expect to spend somewhere from $299 to $549, with the A500s running
from $349 to $399 depending on how much storage you need. Now that you've seen the top five, it's time to put them on the toay-out vote. Honorable mentions this week come out on a couple of tablets that barely missed the cut for the top five, port-packed Toshiba Thrive and the recently
released and media-rich Kindle Fire from Amazon.Have something to say about one of the contenders, or feature your favorite we forgot to mention? Your favorite tablet didn't get enough nominations to get into the top five? Let's hear it in the comments below. Tablets running Windows 8
can be powerful in themselves, but on the go, sometimes it can much to be desired. If you prefer the Android experience on the tablet on the go, but experience the desktop on the keyboard, you can install Android on the x86 tablet, double double and get the best of both worlds. People
over at MakeUseOf have a pretty complete step-by-step guide from start to finish on how to drop Android on the USB stick, customize the UEFI settings of the Windows 8 tablet, disable Secure Download, and finally install Android from the USB stick on your tablet. The process doesn't take
too long, and once you're done you'll be able to switch operating systems when you need to. There are a few caveats, of course: On the one hand, it only works with Intel-based x86 tablets, which means that the only Android apps that you'll be able to run on the Android side are the ones
that support the x86. There are many, but you definitely won't be able to just download and run whatever you want, you'll have to check first. Similarly, if you have x86 Windows 8 tablets, you can always install previously mentioned BlueStacks and emulate Android without even leaving
Windows, but it's definitely a hit performance over double downloads. Whatever you decide to do, it's good to have options, and unlock a Windows tablet, so you can install what you want. Hit the link below to see the full step-by-step guide. Windows/Android: If you ever wanted to, you
could check out Android apps before installing them on... Read more How to install Android on Dell's Windows 8 MakeUseOfPhoto tablet. Controlling your PC with an Android device is an increasingly popular option for those who want to power their desktop in the palm of their hand. But
what if you want to manage Android with a PC? This can be very handy as it allows you to enjoy your favorite Android games on the big screen, or respond to messages without getting up. This can boost productivity and media consumption, and work like a drag party trick. Without further
ado, let's count down seven amazing ways and apps to control your Android device with PC!1. Join If you like the sound of continuing reading the web page you have open on your desktop on your phone when you visit the toilet, you should check registration. It's actually a tool that I use
most often from a bunch! Join the Chrome App and once you've installed it on your phone, you can pair the two together. From there you can send a tab you read to your Android device, insert a clipboard onto your device, write text in the app on your device, send SMS messages, send
files, take screenshots of your phone screen (especially useful if you're working on Android Authority), and more - not bad! It's not complete control over your smartphone, but for some apps I find it better since it's much easier and won't slow down your computer or crash on you. It also has
several Abilities. For example, it works both ways and you can also ping articles back to your computer. You can then share your Chrome tab with your Android device and continue reading on go.2. PushbulletPushbullet allows you to sync multiple devices to share and send messages. It
also supports WhatsApp (sort of). While you will be able to send WhatsApp messages and see them pop up when you get new ones, you won't be able to get the message history. There's also a limit of just 100 messages (SMS and WhatsApp) per month if you pay. The pro version is a
pretty expensive $4.99 per month. For our purposes, there are better and cheaper options on this list. It has some unique features, too. This allows you to control multiple devices and engage in a kind of chat between them. There is a potentially good argument for Pushbullet as a
performance tool for offices. But for our purposes - trying to control Android with PCs - there are better and cheaper options on this list. ScrcpyIf you were hoping to fully control Android with your PC, then you might have stayed a little cold the last two options. This one should be a little more
of your alley, as long as you have a Samsung device. Scrcpy is an app that will reflect your screen and fully allow you to control your mobile device with your PC via USB or Wi-Fi (a recent addition). It's free, it's open source, and it doesn't require root access! It works very fast and has a lot
of features too. It's a little less handy than some of the other options on this list, with the developer recommending you build it yourself (requirement for Linux users). However, there are ready-made versions to download that will simplify the process. Vysor For those brave SCRcpy's DIY
ethos, Vysor is the next best option. This app mirrors Android on your PC using Chrome, and it's actually pretty good. You can choose between speed and performance, but on wired communication at least, it's actually pretty fast. It also has some interesting potential for offices, like being
able to share one Android device with multiple users! Like most of these things, there is a paid and free option. You get a lot more features and better performance if you go with a paid option. Wireless is only supported on a paid basis, such as full-screen and high quality mirror view. There
are more that do similar things, of course, such as ApowerMirror. It's just a matter of finding the one you like the most.5 DeskDockLike Join, DeskDock doesn't reflect Android on PC - it gives you another way to control Android on PC. In particular, this app allows you to share a mouse with
your phone or tablet. So if your phone sits next to your computer, you can just move the mouse to one side and it will switch to an Android device. It's convenient for quickly opening and closing apps or browsing It could also potentially be useful for developers who want to test the
functionality of their app on a hardware device from one place. There is also a paid version that allows you to share a keyboard, clipboard and more. Alternative app apps Do something similar include Share Mouse and Keyboard (original name) and Synergy - which apparently isn't quite
what it used to be.6 AirDroidAirDroid is a surprisingly powerful app. In many ways it's kind of like combining all the features that we've seen here. You can send messages, share a clipboard, and download files through the control panel. You can also mirror the screen, keyboard and mouse!
The mirror image of the screen is not as smooth as SideSync or Vysor, but it's good for quick firing from WhatsApp messages. Most of the functionality is free, but you will need to pay to remove ads and the 30mb file transfer limit. It costs $2.99 a month though, which is significantly cheaper
than something like Pushbullet.7. TaskerTasker allows us to customize triggers and events on Android. So we can set up our phone to do something automatically when it notices a new connection, notification or location change. Both Join and Pushbullet also have Tasker's support baked
in, meaning you can call a range of phone features via SMS or web page. Tasker is an app that allows us to customize triggers and events on Android.There are many potential apps for this, whether you want to find the coordinates of your phone or use it to prank friends. It just takes a bit of
imagination. There you have: seven different apps and seven different ways to control an Android device with a PC. The best for you, of course, will depend on your workflow and how you would like to use your devices, but hopefully something here will prove useful. Did I miss the good
ones? TeamViewer is also very good, albeit a bit on the expensive side! Let us know your favorites down below! Below!
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